
Talk Ain't Easy - Round-the-World Agile Without *Any* TalkGERARD MESZAROS, FeedXL PTY LTD
FeedXL is a 6 year old SaaS product that lost its only developer and had to be resuscitated. High labour costs in NA and AU caused us toconsider off-shore development with both bad and good results. But we have persevered and now have people in 5 time zones each about3 hours apart collaborating using cloud-based tools and we *never* actually talk.
1. INTRODUCTIONFeedXL is a small Software-as-a-Service product being built and operated by a team of half a dozen part-timepeople located in 5 different time zones spread around the world. While it was originally built in Australia,development is now done in India and Romania with technical oversight from Canada with marketing andcustomer support in Australia and New Zealand. When the original developer of five years decided he’d hadenough and wanted to pursue other ventures, I was brought in to take over technical leadership and findpeople to support and extend the software. I was chosen because I was the brother of one of the principles andan expert in agile software development having done Test-Driven development (TDD) and eXtremeProgramming (XP) since 1996 and written a book on automated unit testing [Meszaros]. This report describesour experiences of moving from 3 people in two time zones (2 hours apart) to half a dozen people operating in5 time zones spread around the world. On top of all that we did it with almost zero face-to-face communication.
2. BACKGROUNDFeedXL is a small Software-as-a-Service product originally built by a single developer, Rod, in Java using Spring,Struts, Hibernate and MySQL over the space of a year and a half to the first deployment. It has evolvedextensively over its 6 year lifespan based on user feedback. Customers around the English-speaking world canenter the details of their horses and what they are being fed. They get detailed reports about the nutritionalcontent of the diets and how well they are meeting the horses’ nutritional needs.Over the last few years, Rod had a child and his enthusiasm for FeedXL waned. As a result very few newfeatures were added to FeedXL despite a growing backlog. Finally, as part of a personal pivot in 2013, Rodconcluded he was tired of working in startup mode and decided to “get a real job” and try consulting. My sister,who was one of the principles, asked me to take over technical leadership and help them find people to supportand extend the software.
3. FEEDXL 2.0The story of FeedXL 2.0 starts mid 2013 when my sister made the trip back from New Zealand (where she runsa sheep farm) to Canada to see our ailing father. Over the course of her 3 week visit, we had numerous “pivot”discussions about the future of FeedXL without Rod. We scheduled conference calls with Nerida, Sue’s horsenutrition partner to discuss the joint venture’s future. After several discussions, we made the decision toreboot the joint venture as a new company, FeedXL PTY LTD (Australia) and find people to take over supportand development from Rod.3.1 Getting StartedThe first step was to get an understanding of the code base and the skills we would need in whoever was to dothe technical support and development. Because Rod had built the system single-handed, there was nodocumentation to refer to. We needed to create just enough documentation to get people new to the code basestarted. So I did some Skype interviews with Rod about the existing product code to get an understanding ofthe technologies used and how the code was organized. I wrote up an architecture overview document basedon this while he figured out what tools were actually needed. He set up the development environment on a newlaptop and took screenshots of every step so I would know what tools were needed and how to set them up.Then I got the development environment set up on my laptop (Eclipse plus a dozen plug-ins, MySql, Git, etc.)and updated the documentation. Now I was ready to start looking at the code.I found a project containing several hundred abandoned JUnit tests and started trying to get them to run. Ialso started looking around for someone to whom we could outsource daily software development. Being a
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very small company, we really couldn’t afford to hire an onshore developer in Australia, the USA or Canada sothat left us the option of offshore development.
Principles used: Just Enough, Just-in-Time Documentation3.2 Nailing Down a Development ProcessBecause of my background as an agile consultant, there was no question about whether or not we would bedoing agile. So the real question was “What kind of agile?” Given that our developer(s) would have to supportthe product in production as well as build new functionality on top of a code base they had very littleknowledge of, I decided that it didn’t make sense to try to predict what we could get done in a fixed time-box asprescribed by Scrum. Kanban, with its continuous flow of work items and just-in-time queue replenishmentseemed like a much more natural fit.
3.2.1 Product Design (What to Build?)Sue and Nerida have no formal background in software development or even specification. In the past they haddescribed to Rod what they wanted to be able to do and he had filled in the blanks based on the domainknowledge that he had acquired from them. This wasn’t going to work with an offshore developer because theywouldn’t have the depth of domain knowledge Rod had accumulated so we were going to have to provide themwith a more detailed description of what we wanted. Nerida liked using spreadsheets to describe the nutritioncalculations so I decided to convert them into one or more Fitnesse test tables that the developer can automateas he implements the logic.

Figure 1: A sample Fitnesse example with input and expected output column-setsWe needed a way to describe the workflows, screen changes, etc. Not just for the developer but also to come toan agreement between ourselves (Sue, Nerida and I). I looked around the web and found a web-based visualprototyping tool that allowed us to build clickable interactive user interface (UI) prototypes relatively easily.Having found one that worked well enough, I went with it based on the lean principle of Just Enough, Just inTime. We would use it in real work as a way of trying it out. A 30-day free trial sealed the deal!Later, I also used Robot Framework (RF) tests/examples as a way to specify overall workflows using thekeyword capabilities of RF to hide the UI details of each step in the workflow while highlighting the differencesin the flows or various scenarios. This provides the developer with an overview of the functionality.
3.2.2 Tracking Our Backlog and Work-in-ProgressWe also needed a way to keep track of the features and stories we wanted to build. Rod had used Jira for thisbut we found it too cumbersome to use and the agile plug-in was incompatible with our version. The amount oftechnical effort required to bring our locally installed instance up to date didn’t seem justified so I tried severalonline tools and settled on LeanKit Kanban.I customized one of the template boards to provide us with an area where Sue, Nerida and I could put newideas for features and another area where items currently being built were tracked. In between I created somelanes where we could put the next few items we wanted built. Once an item was placed here, we need to investsome business time in clarifying what we want built before we can put it into the Ready for Development lanefrom which the developer would pull. As everyone was busy with their other jobs, we would only start to fleshout these ideas a week or two before the developer(s) ran out of work.
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Figure 2: Our LeanKit Kanban Board showing business, input, and development column-setsWe don’t do any formal estimation other than distinguishing between features (which then spawn a bunch ofuser stories) and small user stories or small technical work items (technical debt reduction and developmentprocess/environment improvement stuff.) We will occasionally ask the developers how much work they haveleft on their current task so we know how soon we need to have the next user story ready for development.
Principles used: Visible Workspace; #NoEstimates

3.2.3 Limiting Work-in-ProgressEach of our developers works on one business backlog item at a time but they may do some technicalinfrastructure improvement work in parallel if that simplifies their job. We have a large number of items in thebacklog but we don’t do any “grooming” work on them until they’ve been move to an Understand and Specifycolumn. By the time it moves from here into the Ready for Assignment columns, we have pretty muchcommitted to doing them. We don’t announce features to our users until they are about to be deployed to ourBeta server so we don’t have a concept of “committed”.
Principles used: Just Enough, Just-in-Time requirements definition; Pull-Based Workflow; Single Piece Flow3.3 First Attempt at Outsourcing – Generic Indian CompanyMy first attempt at outsourcing was with an India based company specializing in web-based applications andweb sites. I checked out the references on their web site and everyone seemed really happy. So I engaged themin discussion and they assured me that they had people with lots of experience using Java, Struts, Hibernate,etc. to build web applications. They sent me a few resumes and we arranged a phone interview (via Skype) ofthe most likely candidate. His verbal communications skills weren’t the best but we decided to give it a try. Hestarted working for us on March 3rd 2014. I sent him the document Rod and I had created outlining how to getthe development environment set up and gave him access to the source code repository in GitHub.The first task I assigned was to get all the old JUnit tests running again; I figured that this would let himbecome familiar with the code before asking him to add a new feature. He really struggled with this and after 2weeks, I gave up trying to coach him on JUnit testing and got them working myself; I asked him to start buildingthe first feature. At the end of the first month I debated not renewing the contract but was loath to abandon theinvestment we had already made. So we extended for a 2nd month. I had made it clear we wanted dailyupdates on progress and near-daily code drops so we could test what he was building. I provided a lot offeedback on the software design but saw very little improvement in either behavior or code quality so I finallypulled the plug after 3 months.So now we knew what we weren’t looking for: “Just” a Java, Spring, Struts, Hibernate Developer. We neededmuch better communication skills.
Lesson: Technology is less important than communication skills when hiring

Principles (not) used: We had failed to “Fail Fast”.3.4 Second Attempt at Outsourcing – Developer Found Through Personal Contact in IndiaI asked a fellow agilista in India, Naresh, if he knew anyone with good communication skills and agile codingskills. It took him a good month but he found Vik, who he offered us half time at a price similar to Amit full
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time. Having recognized that quality was more important than price, we decided to give it a try. It was agreedthat he would work mornings (Indian time; GMT-12?) which would be afternoon in AU and NZ.Right from the outset, it was clear that his communication skills were much better than A’s. As with A, wegave him a HotGloo prototype of what we wanted built and he asked questions via Slack. Initially we triedscheduling at least one Skype-based voice meeting each week but audio quality wasn’t great, getting everyoneonline at the same time proved difficult and we found that answering questions via Slack worked well enough.We sliced the stories as small as we could and asked Vik to deploy working code regularly. He wouldtypically deploy the code into our test environment at least once per week so we could provide feedback. Atthis point, we only had JUnit tests for the code and all full-system testing was done manually.
Lesson: Good communication skills are essential, Frequent Delivery (to test environment)3.5 Third Outsourcing Experience – CsabaWhile giving a talk at Craft 2014 in Hungary, I was invited to visit Timisoara in Romania to do a talk at thelocal user group. While there, I did a bit of free consulting at the host company and one of the things we did wasto get a start on building some end-to-end tests using Robot Framework. On the drive back to the nearest trainstation in Hungary my host and I discussed FeedXL and that led, several months later, to me offering him apart-time job.When he was ready to start, I gave him access to the documentation that Vik and I had written and askedhim to fix any errors and omissions he found while following the instructions. I roughed in a few RobotFramework tests of the overall workflow and proposed that he automate those tests as a way of learning howthe application works and the technologies involved.Initially, he would work 2 hours every evening after his day job. That would have him online mid morningMountain Time (GMT-7) when I was the only one available. Whenever he had a technical question for Vik inIndia, he would have to wait until the next day for a response. This slowed things down too much for him so heeventually switched to working early mornings as the work day in Romania only starts about 10am (GMT-2).So he would work on FeedXL from 7 to 9am each morning which would coincide with a part of Vik’s four-hourday in India. This allowed them to collaborate much more effectively and also meant he was online midafternoon Australian time.
Principles used: Incremental Improvement (of documentation and process)

Lesson: Co-location isn’t essential but real-time communication *is* important3.6 Fourth Outsourcing Experience – Student TeamThe local university issued a “Call for Projects” for its 4th year computer engineering students to take on as partof a 2 semester course. I spoke to the professor and he told me that they were having trouble getting goodstudent project proposals from industry. We had some “pie in the sky” ideas for functionality that we wanted tobuild but hadn’t had time to really figure out what we wanted. Calculating that it would be a good experiencefor the students to do some product design, we put in a couple of proposals and one of them was accepted: away to “crowd-source” the database entries for commercial feeds so that users could get access to new feedsfaster without waiting for our CSR (Sue) to enter the data for them. We gave them free reign to do the productdesign with the constraint being that the data for a feed needed to be validated by either a CSR or other usersbefore it was made available to anyone other than the person entering it and that their design needed to beusability tested. We also asked for the functionality to be delivered incrementally so we could start testing.The students came up with several alternative solutions which they reviewed with us and landed on ahybrid solution for which they defined a road map with multiple releases. Initially, we didn’t get any kind ofcode drop for over a month and when we did, there were a lot of bugs and misunderstandings. Eventually, theydid release software every Sunday evening (MT) and sent us a status report indicating what the releaseincluded. We would test it and provide feedback via e-mail. Due to constraints in how the students worked, wedid not have real-time interaction via Slack. The plan they come up with involved building one screen at a timeand there were enough bugs to keep us from deploying to beta. We kept submitting bugs to them but the fixesfor these were mixed in with the new functionality they had developed which made it hard to deploy to beta(we really wanted to but could not do so with any confidence due to the new functionality delivered.)
Lessons Learned: Implement a thin slice of the whole workflow before fleshing out each screen
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If we were to do it again, we would insist on starting with a thin slice that covered the whole workflow ratherthan releases that each release focused on a single page in the workflow. We would also ask them to join ourSlack group rather than having their own as we found the level of interaction was much less rich and real-timeand that resulted in slower turnaround on issues.
Principles (sort of) used: Frequent Delivery, Just-in-time requirements3.7 Improving Our Understanding of Business Logic in Legacy CodeAfter building several new features, our two part-time developers had started to get an understanding of howthe system worked overall. But there were many areas they hadn’t needed to touch at all and some werecritical to understand. One example was the customer account lifecycle: how were accounts created, paid for,graced, and expired? When a customer account ended up in an unexpected state, I had a Slack discussion withRod about the logic surrounding it and he stressed the importance of order of operations when giving acustomer a credit and a refund. I captured the logic by creating some concrete examples which I then ran byRod and Sue for verification. Not wanting these examples to just passively sit in some documentation directorysomewhere, I decided to write them up as candidate Fit[Mugridge] tests.  When Vik was doing some work inthe general area, I asked him to spend some time automating the Fit tests by implementing the tables as Fit“fixtures”. This required refactoring the business logic because it was too closely tied to the user interface butthe result was half a dozen self-verifying examples.
Principles used: Incremental improvement (of test coverage)3.8 Improving Customer SupportIn the past we used a shared gmail inbox for incoming customer support mail and we used Jira for tickettracking. Whenever a user used the FeedXL app to report an issue or request a missing feed, the app wouldcreate a Jira ticket to track the issue and it would also send an e-mail to our shared inbox with the “from” set tothe user’s e-mail. The CSR (mostly Sue) would reply to the e-mail to contact the customer and would updatethe Jira ticket to match the status. This worked fine when most of the customer support was done by Sue butothers found Jira a pain to use and wouldn’t close their tickets. Also, finding out whether someone had repliedto a request required searching the outbox. As more of us started doing support from various time zones, itbecame more work to determine which tickets still needed action.One day we discovered FreshDesk; we set up a free account and tried it out by forwarding the support e-mail address to FreshDesk and “poof” we were up and running instantly. Whenever a user reports an issue ordoes something that requires manual intervention (like uploading a feed analysis), FreshDesk receives the e-mail from FeedXL and creates a ticket automatically. Any of us can log into FreshDesk and act on the ticketsand everyone else will see the full history in one place because all e-mail replies are sent directly from theapplication. Using FreshDesk has allowed us to bring on part-time helpers as CSR’s; they have less to learn andthey have a bunch of closed tickets they can study to see how we handle specific situations. Switching to a help-desk application wasn’t anywhere on our list of planned work but it leapt to the top of the queue when we sawhow much value it would provide for so little investment.
Principles used: While planning is useful, plans are obsolete the minute they are created (continuous planning)

4. RESULTSFeedXL 2.0 is now confidently moving forward implementing and deploying new features on a regular basis.We have a lot more confidence in our ability to tackle complex new features and to deal with unexpectedtechnical issues. Our around-the-world agile process is functioning well with good teamwork happeningdespite the lack of any regular voice communication.4.1 Code Branching Strategy and Build PipelineWe use the GitFlow branching model to manage all code changes. Developers deploy and test their codechanges locally in Tomcat before pushing their code changes to GitHub in a feature branch (e.g.“feature/NameOfFeature”.) When the developer wants feedback on what they have built, they deploy theirfeature branch to the Dev server; several features can be deployed at the same time and they share a databasewith a subset of basic data an no user data.
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When we are happy with the functionality, we merge the feature branch into the main “develop” branch andcreate a “release” branch (e.g. “release/1.9.5”) which we deploy to the Staging server. This acts as a “dry run” ofdeployment process to ensure that it will run smoothly on top of a complete snapshot of real user data.Once we are satisfied that everything is working properly, we deploy the release branch to our Beta serverwhich shares the database with our Production servers. This allows our CSRs and early adopters to try the newfunctionality without impacting the majority of users. Feedback on the feature may result in changes which gothrough the same process (though the Staging step may be skipped for small changes with no DB impact.)When we are confident that we have built the right functionality and that it is working correctly, we deploy therelease branch to our Prod servers.4.2 A Day in the Life of FeedXLTo better understand how we work around the world without any talk, here is a typical July day in the life ofFeedXL. (Because of local daylight saving times, the time difference between us varies by the season. A “*” nextto the time indicates Daylight Savings Time is in effect. Colouring courtesy of timeanddate.com.)
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5. WHAT WE LEARNEDSome of the following are things we already knew but had the opportunity to “relearn”; others are things welearned fresh.5.1 Get the Right People on the BusFinding the right people to do remote development is hard. Attitudes and communication skills are moreimportant than familiarity with specific tools and technologies as the latter can be learned while the former areinnate. Having the right people on the bus and getting the wrong people off the bus quickly is essential. WhenTalk Ain't Easy - Round-the-World Agile Without any Talk: Page - 6
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we started considering bringing on people from other locales, we worried about how we would manage beingeven more distributed. Now that we have experienced working with people in 5 time zones each at least 2hours apart, we are less concerned with locale and more about the actual person, their communication skills,and their flexibility and motivation; it definitely helps when people are flexible enough to ensure some overlapof our work days.5.2 Yes You CAN Build Relationships OnlineWhile Sue and I know each other very well offline, and Sue and Nerida first met in university, the rest of therelationships are almost purely online ones. None of us have met Vik and only I have met Csaba. Despite this,we have built very good relationships on Slack. We have a number of topic-specific Slack channels where wediscuss things like the story being developed or the results of testing. We also have a General channel in Slackwhere we post less work-related items. This is where we trash-talk each others’ cricket or rugby teams.As people come online, they’ll say “good morning” even though Slack does provide an indication of who’sonline at any point in time. And we’ll say “G’nite” to each other as we drop off. In between we may enquireabout the weather in a particular location or even ask what time it is (because it varies at different times of theyear.) We enquire about each other’s children and pets. We even discuss politics when something noteworthyhappens (like the recent end of the 44 year dynasty in Alberta.)5.3 Communicating What to Build is HardWhen building FeedXL 1.0, Rod had to learn about the problem domain, and once he was fairly comfortablewith it, he would take fairly vague descriptions of what Sue and Nerida wanted and fill in the details. This didresult in some less-than-ideal solutions because there wasn’t clear understanding between Sue and Neridawhat would be built. Rod, being an uber-geek, would sometimes make user interface design choices that theless technically-literate users had problems understanding. But it mostly worked because everyone was inalmost the same time zone (Sue in New Zealand is 2 hours ahead of Rod and Nerida in Australia.)
5.3.1 Documents are Good for Consensus-BuildingAs we moved into outsourcing, I needed to teach Sue and Nerida how to express what they wanted moreclearly so that there was less ambiguity in the requirements for the offshore developers to fill in. It was alsoimportant in coming to a common understanding amongst ourselves of what we were proposing and gives ussomething with which we can do lightweight usability testing. Even with this level of “up front” product design,the developers still found lots of things to ask about or test cases we didn’t think of. The product design stillevolved as it was being built. Developers often proposed changes either via screenshots or by dropping codeinto the test environment
5.3.2 Text-Based Conversation are Sufficient for ClarificationIt is helpful to start the back and forth “conversation” before the developer is ready to start building to avoidbeing held up by fundamental questions due to our highly time-distributed locations.
5.3.3 Synchronous Text Conversations Beat Asynchronous OnesWhile Slack lets us leave messages for others to read whenever they come on line, asynchronous messagingresults in the requester having to wait for their answer. How long they have to wait depends on which timezone they are in and where the answerer is located with the worst case being nearly 20 hours (plus another 48if it happens to be Friday evening in the answerer’s location.) Therefore it really helps to have peoplesynchronize their schedules to minimize response times. The other thing that works is to always have abackground task that each dev can work on if they are blocked waiting on an answer. This does imply task-switching which reduces focus and efficiency; our developers typically have a technical task (developmentenvironment improvement) they can work on while they are waiting for a response.
5.3.4 Voice Communication isn’t EssentialVery occasionally (at most once per quarter, but typically only once or twice per year), we’ll have a voice callamongst the business owners, usually through Skype. But otherwise all discussions are done using text-basedmessaging, mostly Slack. Documents are shared via Drop Box and/or Slack depending on their permanence.We also attach documents to LeanKit items. While this makes it easy to find the document associated with a
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feature or story, in practice this doesn’t work as well as DropBox because LeanKit forces you to download acopy before you can open it resulting in multiple copies of the document which can get out of date.5.4 Incremental Delivery is Essential; Undeployed Code is WasteWith everyone spread around the world, the best way to keep everyone synchronized on what is being built isto deliver working code to our test server very frequently. Keeping the stories small allows tested code to bedeployed to Beta where our users would provide new information about it. When the stories were too large orweren’t finished (e.g. had bugs) before moving on to other stories, we weren’t able to test and deploy to Betaresulting in a backlog (inventory) of untested code.5.5 Cloud-based Tools are a Game-ChangerIt is ridiculously easy and cheap to run a distributed company on the modern internet. Our total monthly billfor all our cloud-based services runs significantly less than $2,000 USD. We use a core set of cloud-based toolsto synchronize our activities. We focus on tools which can be set up quickly, have a low learning curve and lowusage overhead. Most of these tools can be found through a quick web search, signed-up for with a freeaccount, learned in a few minutes and used the same day. They can also be dumped quickly and cheaply if theydon’t work out. Very agile.5.6 Time Zones are More Important than DistanceThe cloud-based tools make synchronizing across distance relatively easy. But the bigger issue is the timedifference. Not only are time differences a major pain, they keep changing as various time zones switchbetween daylight savings and standard time. Between the North American summer and winter seasons, I canbe as little as 4 hours and as much as 6 hours ahead of New Zealand. But really, I’m 18 to 20 hours behind NZsince it is tomorrow already. Which is something to keep in mind as the week unwinds because it is alreadySaturday in NZ and India when I get up on Friday morning. I have bookmarks for a multi-time-zone meetingplanner in my browser’s toolbar [timeanddate] and I consult it regularly.
6. NEXT STEPSWe are bringing on another developer provided by the same company as Vik. He’ll be working part-time fromhome too. As a small company, we would rather have two part timers rather than a full timer because itimproves coverage when people are sick or on vacation.People suggest process changes on a regular basis and we’ll try almost anything once. We are continuouslyimproving the level of automation of common tasks. Before FeedXL 2.0, deploying a new release to the serverrequired many manual steps. Now we have a deploy script that can be run from a single command. Whereaswe had to run database upgrade scripts manually, now they are run automatically by Liquibase. We would liketo automate everything so that anyone who joins the project can do internal and public server deployments atthe push of a button. We also want to set up cloud-based load testing so we have a better idea of our capacityand load thresholds. Continuous deployment is still just a dream but I could see trying it another year out.Now that we have rebuilt our ability to support and extend FeedXL, we have many ideas for newfunctionality. We have already added some social networking features such as Ratings and Reviews of feeds soour members can share their experiences using a particular feed product. Our university team built thecapability for members to propose changes to existing feeds and add brand-new feeds; we need to finishusability testing this set of features and fine-tune it so that we can deploy it to beta.
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